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Abstract 

This thesis explains the benefits of having a one-day health and fitness event for women at Saint 

Mary-of-the-Woods.  This event will be a way for Saint Mary-of-the-Woods College and the 

Sisters of Providence to collaborate in providing a community resource that will help women in 

the Terre Haute area lessen the risk of heart disease. 

One problem is that the number one killer of U. S. women is heart disease (CDC, 2017).  The 

health ranking for Vigo County is 81 out of 92 counties in Indiana (Givens, Jovaag & Dijk, 

2017).  More community opportunities are needed to address 33% of adults in Vigo County 

being obese and 29% of adults being physically inactive (Givens, Jovaag & Dijk, 2017).   

Saint Mary-of-the-Woods College and the Sisters of Providence are always looking for ways to 

bring more visitors to Saint Mary-of-the-Woods.  The proposed event, called Woods Fitspo, will 

incorporate inspirational and motivational education for ways busy women can eat well and be 

more active.  There will be an emphasis placed on the importance of getting enough rest, family 

support, a good attitude, and finding purpose.  Women will learn new fitness and healthy eating 

tips.  Throughout the day there will be exercise sessions, fitness demonstrations and a cooking 

session.  There will be some technology sharing to teach those who are interested easy ways to 

track progress and find new exercise routines.  Health screenings performed by local health 

professionals with the assistance of Saint Mary-of-the-Woods College nursing and wellness 

students will allow women to know the reality of their health.  Participants will have the 

opportunity to meet local vendors and instructors that can be followed long after the event.  

Local businesses will be given the opportunity to sponsor the event to make it affordable for 80-

100 participants. 
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This fun event will provide some tools that can be used as a springboard for women to continue a 

healthy lifestyle beyond Woods Fitspo — fitness inspiration at The Woods. 
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Background 

Why a one-day health and fitness event 

In an effort to try to connect more people to Saint Mary-of-the-Woods to experience and 

explore the opportunities offered by the Sisters of Providence and Saint Mary-of-the-Woods 

College, a one-day health and fitness event to educate about the risks of heart disease in women 

would be beneficial to those living in the Terre Haute area on many levels. 

The number one killer of U. S. women and men is heart disease (CDC, 2017).  It kills 

approximately one woman every minute (American Heart Association, 2017).  Educating about 

the risk of heart disease in women is important and a one-day educational, inspirational and fun 

event at Saint Mary-of-the-Woods has many benefits.  

Studies show that 90% of women have one or more risk factors for developing heart 

disease (American Heart Association, 2017).  While one in thirty-one American women dies 

from breast cancer each year, one in three dies of heart disease (American Heart Association, 

2017). 

In Vigo County, 33% of adults are obese and 29% of adults are not physically active 

(Givens, Jovaag & Dijk, 2017).  The county ranking 81 of 92 counties in Indiana, in part because 

of obesity and inactivity, should be a reason for a call to action (Givens, Jovaag & Dijk, 2017, p. 

4).  

“Women also need to take prescribed medications appropriately, such as blood pressure 

medications, blood thinners and aspirin. And they'll need to better manage other conditions that 

are risk factors for heart disease, such as high blood pressure, high cholesterol, and diabetes” 

(Mayo Clinic, 2016, para. 11).   
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It’s a problem that breast cancer publicity might be overshadowing the number one killer 

of women, heart disease.  “But there may be an unintended consequence to the effectiveness of 

the campaign: The actual leading cause of death in women — heart disease — is getting less 

play. And that could be dangerous, some experts believe” (Millard, 2016, para. 2). 

There are recent findings that show “increased physical activity, higher cardiorespiratory 

fitness, and lower sedentary time are associated with reduced heart failure incidence” (Nayor, 

2015, para. 2).  For those who lack education around this topic or just need inspiration to get 

moving or find a partner to keep motivated to make lifestyle changes in order to live longer, this 

event can provide the information to build confidence and reach personal goals. 

Collaboration 

The Sisters of Providence and Saint Mary-of-the-Woods College, both founded by Saint 

Mother Theodore Guerin, wish to find new ways to collaborate.  Saint Mary-of-the-Woods 

College, the Sisters of Providence and White Violet Center for Eco-Justice share the campus with 

Providence Spirituality and Conference Center and Providence Health Care.  The campus is 

more than 1,000 acres of a mostly a wooded setting.   

About the Sisters of Providence 

As of 2017, the Sisters of Providence, a congregation of almost 300 Catholic women 

religious, with more than 200 Providence Associates, collaborate with others through prayer, 

education, service and advocacy.  They strive to break boundaries and create hope among people 

of all faiths.  The Sisters of Providence have their motherhouse at Saint Mary-of-the-Woods, 

located about five miles northwest of downtown Terre Haute, Indiana.  Saint Mother Theodore 

Guerin founded the Sisters of Providence at Saint Mary-of-the-Woods in 1840 (Sisters of 
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Providence, 2017).  Their mission statement: Collaborate with others to create a more just and 

hope-filled world through prayer, education, service and advocacy (Sisters of Providence, 2017). 

 

Figure 1: The congregation of the Sisters of Providence is about 300 Catholic women religious 

ministering all over the world.  Their motherhouse is at Saint Mary-of-the-Woods, Indiana 

(Sisters of Providence, 2017). 

 

About White Violet Center for Eco-Justice 

White Violet Center for Eco-Justice at Saint Mary-of-the-Woods, Indiana, is a ministry of 

and supported by the Sisters of Providence since 1996.  The mission is teaching, caring, inspiring 

for all creation.  The ministry offers regularly scheduled educational workshops, cooking classes, 

eco-spirituality retreats, and internship, sabbatical and volunteer opportunities (White Violet 

Center for Eco-Justice, 2017).  

It is a working farm.  There is a seven-acre United States Department of Agriculture 

(USDA) certified organic garden where countless varieties of Indiana vegetables and herbs are 

grown and harvested.  An orchard provides a variety of fruit.  The center provides opportunities 

to participate in creating systems that support justice and sustainability, locally and globally. 
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Food issues are a major focus for the small staff. Through organic agriculture, eco-justice 

education and social advocacy, White Violet Center strives to promote an awareness and way of 

living which support all life (White Violet Center for Eco-Justice, 2017). 

 

Figure 2: This is the teaching kitchen at White Violet Center for Eco-Justice at Saint Mary-of-

the-Woods, a ministry of the Sisters of Providence (Sisters of Providence, 2017). 

 

About Saint Mary-of-the-Woods College 

Saint Mary-of-the-Woods College (SMWC) is a coeducational Catholic, liberal arts 

college founded by Saint Mother Theodore Guerin and the Sisters of Providence with a rich 175-

year history as a women’s college, according to their website (Saint Mary-of-the-Woods College, 

2017).  The mission statement can also be found on the website as follows: Saint Mary-of-the-

Woods College empowers students to think critically, engage in lifelong leadership, and effect 

positive change in a spirit of service and social responsibility (Saint Mary-of-the-Woods College, 

2017). 
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 Students in the bachelor of nursing degree program and health and wellness program 

could get real life experience when participating in this health event by assisting with wellness 

testing.  Saint Mary-of-the-Woods College Department of Nursing Chairperson Marcia Miller 

said in an email that there are currently five students in the Health and Wellness major. She 

thinks these students may have more flexibility in their schedule than the nursing students.  

Marcia said she looks forward to exploring how nursing students could be involved in Woods 

Fitspo.  

Jeanne Knoerle Sports and Recreation Center at Saint Mary-of-the-Woods College is the 

perfect location for a one-day healthy and fitness event using the experience of all entities at 

Saint Mary-of-the-Woods, as well as those in the Terre Haute community.  According to the 

College’s website, “the Knoerle Center boasts a collegiate regulation-sized gym, an auxiliary 

gym, locker rooms, a training room and a 3,776 square-foot fitness center fitness room with full 

internet and cable access.  There is a flexible 3,600 square foot space located within the Ariens 

Atrium that houses a large concession area with sink, counter space and food-prep area as well as 

four large flat panel TVs. There is plenty of natural light and views from the arched windows that 

surround the space, as well.  Club '64 is the fitness center containing advanced fitness equipment, 

including stair climbers, Jacob's Ladders, five elliptical machines, eight treadmills, six exercise 

bikes, numerous free weights and weight stations” (Saint Mary-of-the-Woods College, 2017). 
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Figure 3: This is the exterior of the Knoerle Center at Saint Mary-of-the-Woods College (Saint 

Mary-of-the-Woods College, 2017). 

 

American Heart Association 

 Another collaboration to be explored that would add value to the event is the American 

Heart Association.  There are American Heart Association chapters of Indiana and of 

Indianapolis.  These organizations can provide resources for event participants and give the event 

some credibility for a well-known cause.  Kelli McCrary is the senior community health director 

of the American Heart Association's Midwest Affiliate – Indianapolis Metro.  She said in an 

email that she is interested in learning more about this project.  She doesn't have a checklist or 

resource guide to share, but she would be glad to help during the planning stages of Woods 

Fitspo.  She will look into whether there are American Heart Association representatives in the 

Terre Haute area or if Indianapolis is best. 
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Setting the scene 

Around the parameter of Ariens Atrium there will be stations set up by local hospitals and 

Saint Mary-of-the-Woods College nursing students and faculty for cholesterol and blood testing 

for participants who are interested, as well as vendor tables, and a welcome/registration area.  

The health testing will take place as people are arriving and can also continue through the 

welcome and first keynote speaker.  There will be a about 200 chairs, to accommodate the 80 to 

100 participants, and a podium with a microphone set up where the official welcome and first 

keynote speaker will give their message to participants.  The Ariens Atrium is also where the 

cooking presentation and recipe sharing session will take place at the end of the event.  This is a 

photo of Ariens Atrium. 

 

Figure 4: This is the interior of the spacious Ariens Atrium at the Knoerle Center at Saint Mary-

of-the-Woods College (Saint Mary-of-the-Woods College, 2017). 

   

Following the keynote speaker, all participants will move into the gym and spread out for 

a 15-20 minute ballet warm up, led by a local dance teacher.  Having a ballet warm up gives 
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women a fresh take on getting muscles ready for a cardio workout session.  Immediately 

following the warm up will be the cardio workout session, with the music turned up and multiple 

motivating cardio dance instructors from the local community.  Instructors will be on all sides of 

the gym to assist participants with the choreography.  This is a photo of the gym. 

 

Figure 5: This is one of the gyms at the Knoerle Center at Saint Mary-of-the-Woods College 

(Saint Mary-of-the-Woods College, 2017) where group fitness sessions will take place. 

 

Community interest for healthy living events 

A good way to find out for sure is to have the event and measure the results.  But there is 

some insight into what interest might be when looking at how the public responds to other 

opportunities at Saint Mary-of-the-Woods.  White Violet Center for Eco-Justice sponsored a 

sold-out weekend yoga retreat at Saint Mary-of-the-Woods in 2016.  Also, their regularly offered 

cooking classes are well attended.  Cooking topics have included vegetable cooking basics, 

cooking like a chef by using whatever items are on hand in the kitchen, cooking for one, cooking 

with herbs, and general cooking basics (Sisters of Providence, 2017).  At all times of the year, 
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but especially spring, summer and fall, it is common to see area residents walking, running and 

cycling around the campus.  People are seen exercising alone, together with friends, together 

with their children, and with their dogs.  There have been occasions when Tai Chi classes have 

taken place at the labyrinth in front of Owens Hall.  The campus might be unfamiliar to many, 

but it is near and dear to the hearts of many.  Jeanne Stanbaugh, of the Terre Haute Convention 

and Visitor’s Bureau, shared this about Saint Mary-of-the-Woods: “For those who have never 

visited Saint Mary’s I say you need to drive through those gates and no words need to be spoken, 

for instantly you feel the presence of specialness that will always remain tucked away in your 

heart” (Cox, 2013, p. 6). 

The researcher’s dream 

This researcher has been active in teaching dance lessons and group fitness classes for 

many years, but a fitness in the park event in Chicago back in the 1990s is especially memorable.  

It’s been a dream to coordinate a similar event ever since.  That Chicago event was hosted by a 

national magazine called SELF Magazine is a great model for this Saint Mary-of-the-Woods 

event.  There were stationary bicycles lined up in the parking lot and spin classes were ongoing 

throughout the entire event.  There was a giant stage where a modern dance class took place.  In 

that class, people were acting out movements as if they were a giant lion or a monkey running 

around flexing their arms and legs.  There were tents full of professionals administering free 

health screenings, answering questions and providing educational materials.  Lunch was grilled 

veggie burgers and fruit.  There was a beach volleyball court and people all over the place, going 

in and out of the offerings at their own pace, being motivated and inspired by others. 

Another possible event model comes from state, regional and national dance conventions.  

Tracks of classes allow hundreds of students to be educated and inspired by talented and 
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knowledgeable teachers.  Students would learn a dance routine within a short timeframe and 

have the satisfaction of achieving new skills from nationally known choreographers who inspired 

them to keep going even when they were tired and might want to give up.  The instructors were 

inspirational and fun.  Students wanted to be like them.  They wanted to be able to practice long 

and hard to achieve the perfect form those choreographers displayed.   

A combination of the best ideas from each event is the inspiration for a one-day event in 

the Terre Haute area.  The researcher’s personal experience in leading group fitness classes 

discovered that many women might have incorrect information about exercise and healthy 

eating.  Many women aren’t getting information from trusted sources or lack any information at 

all.   

Healthy eating  

Many adults are eating on the go and sitting for long periods of time at their jobs and 

children’s activities.  Many women are on medication that might be avoided if they were living 

healthier lives.  Some may know about the mistakes they are making and some may be making 

choices that are harming their health without knowing.  

“Overall, adherence to a plant-based diet was associated with a lower risk of heart 

disease. A higher intake of a more healthful plant-based diet — one rich in whole grains, fruits, 

vegetables, etc. — was associated with a substantially lower risk of heart disease. However, a 

plant-based diet that emphasized less healthy plant foods like sweetened beverages, refined 

grains, potatoes and sweets had the opposite effect” (American College of Cardiology, 2017, 

para. 4). 

Health professionals at this event will share real facts about ingredients in fast food and 

packaged food and meals in restaurants.  Bringing many people together to share helpful eating 
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and fitness tips, strategies and routines is meant to build community and save lives.  Having fun 

making new friends and bonding with family members are all bonuses to attending an event 

meant to get people moving and eating healthier. 

Problem statement 

The number one killer of women in the United States is heart disease (American Heart 

Association, 2017).  Women need to better manage conditions that are risk factors for heart 

disease, such as high blood pressure, high cholesterol, obesity, and diabetes.  If women don’t 

start making their health a priority there will continue to be one woman dying approximately 

every minute from heart disease (American Heart Association, 2017).  Education is the key to 

women learning the risks of this deadly disease and making better choices for a healthy life. 

However, having fun and connecting with other like-minded women makes a healthy life more 

enjoyable.  Educating about the difference a healthy diet can make and providing useful tips can 

lead to better choices.  Learning fun and unique ways to be active gives women a reason to 

exercise regularly.  Women need inspiration, motivation and examples of how healthy choices 

can fit into busy lives.  Developing a new model of a fun event to educate and motivate women 

to make healthier choices has the potential of being a springboard for positive change in the 

Terre Haute, Indiana community.    

 

Introduction 

Saint Mary-of-the-Woods College and the Sisters of Providence have the opportunity to 

be leaders in improving the health of those living in the Terre Haute area by coordinating a one-

day health and fitness event at Saint Mary-of-the-Woods designed to provide vital resources for 

women.  The event will include education, inspiration and motivation to help women try to 
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eliminate the risks for heart disease, the number one killer of women in the United States 

(American Heart Association, 2017).  The event will be for women only with the thought that 

what is learned will be shared with their family and friends.  Being able to specifically focus the 

event on the needs of women only might especially be attractive to beginners who might have 

body image challenges.  Through offering group fitness classes and the sharing of cooking tips 

and relaxation techniques, women will have an opportunity to get energized to live more 

purposefully.  Women will be given ideas and the tools for how to do what it takes to eat healthy, 

move more and rest more.  Making testing for blood glucose, blood pressure and cholesterol 

available can open their eyes to these women’s health reality and has potential to save lives.  The 

name of the event is Woods Fitspo, which translates into positive fitness inspiration.   

The Mayo Clinic explains heart disease and cardiovascular disease as a range of 

conditions that affect the heart.  Diseases under the heart disease umbrella include blood vessel 

diseases, such as coronary artery disease; heart rhythm problems (arrhythmias); and heart defects 

from birth (congenital heart defects), among others. 

“The term ‘heart disease’ is often used interchangeably with the term ‘cardiovascular 

disease.’  Cardiovascular disease generally refers to conditions that involve narrowed or blocked 

blood vessels that can lead to a heart attack, chest pain (angina) or stroke.  Other heart 

conditions, such as those that affect the heart's muscle, valves or rhythm, also are considered 

forms of heart disease.  Many forms of heart disease can be prevented or treated with healthy 

lifestyle choices” (Mayo Clinic, 2017, para. 2).  Obesity can lead to heart attack (Masley, 2014). 

In Vigo County, 33 percent of adults are obese and 27 percent of the adult population 

doesn’t exercise, according to the County Health Rankings 2017 by the University of Wisconsin 
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Population Health Institute called “County Health Rankings and Roadmaps, Building a Culture 

of Health County by County” (Givens, Jovaag & Dijk, 2017).  

 “The Rankings help counties understand what influences how healthy residents are and 

how long they will live” (Givens, Jovaag & Dijk, 2017, p. 1).  When considering health factors 

such as obesity and inactivity, neighboring Sullivan County ranks 88 of 92 counties in Indiana 

and Edgar County in Illinois ranks 75 of 102 counties (Givens, Jovaag & Dijk, 2017, p. 4). There 

is room for improvement for the people of Vigo County, estimated population 107, 931 (United 

States Census Bureau, 2016) and the surrounding area. 

 

Figure 6: This chart lists the health rankings of all the counties in Indiana. Vigo County ranks 81 

out of 92 counties (Givens, Jovaag & Dijk, 2017). 
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Indiana has the 15th highest adult obesity rate in the nation, according to “The State of 

Obesity: Better Policies for a Healthier America” released in September 2016, a project of the 

Trust for America’s Health and the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation (Segal, Rayburn & Martin, 

2016). 

The University of Washington and the New England Journal of Medicine published the 

World Obesity study in July 2017.  The study from 1980 to 2015 “Health Effects of Overweight 

and Obesity in 195 Countries over 25 years,” shows that excess weight played a role in 4 million 

deaths in 2015.  According to the study, the growing accessibility to inexpensive processed food 

was probably a major factor.  “Globally, 41% of body mass index (BMI)-related deaths were due 

to cardiovascular disease among obese persons.  Diabetes was the second leading cause of BMI-

related deaths in 2015” (Afshin et. al., 2017, p. 4). The study states that “changes in the food 

environment and food systems are probably major drivers for obesity.  Increased availability, 

accessibility, and affordability of energy-dense foods, along with intense marketing of those 

foods, could explain excess energy intake and weight gain among different populations” (Afshin 

et. al., 2017, p. 5).   

A timely study published by the American College of Cardiology in June 2017, “Women 

and Heart Disease: New Data Reaffirm Lack of Awareness by Women and Physicians,” provides 

some important reasons why an event to educate, inspire and motivate women to live healthy 

lives is needed.  The results of the study show that insufficient emphasis is placed on 

cardiovascular disease in women by both women and doctors.  It shows that body weight is a 

barrier to women going to the doctor.  They put off appointments in the hopes of losing the 

excess weight they know would make them healthier.  Researchers from the Women’s Heart 
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Alliance, led by C. Noel Bairey Merz, M.D., interviewed 1,011 U.S. women ages 25 to 60 and 

collected survey data from 200 primary care physicians and 100 cardiologists.  “The researchers 

found that 45% of women were unaware heart disease is the number one killer of women in the 

U.S.” Merz, 2017, para. 3).  The survey also showed that 22% of primary care physicians and 

42% of cardiologists felt they could properly assess the cardiovascular risk in women (Merz, 

2017, para. 5). 

The timing is right to provide a one-day health and fitness event, called Woods Fitspo, as 

a resource to the community for those in need of education and inspiration.  The event will 

educate about the risks of heart disease and cardiovascular disease in a fun and supportive 

atmosphere to encourage women to begin or continue a healthy and happy journey.  One day 

cannot cover everything women need to know about avoiding heart disease and cardiovascular 

disease, but many areas of healthy living will be showcased at the event.  Education about the 

importance of exercise, eating well, sleeping and resting well, a positive attitude, and knowing 

how to make lasting changes will be incorporated into Woods Fitspo.  Women will be given 

examples of how to be successful from that day forward.  Participants will be encouraged to 

strive for happiness and be given the tools for creating a healthy routine for busy women.  

Certified exercise experts and health professionals will emphasize plans for feeling better and 

getting or continuing to be happy by losing weight, eating healthy, getting enough rest, and the 

importance of community for support. 

Components of Woods Fitspo 

Exercise 

Regular exercise is one of the pillars of good health.  It doesn’t have to be agonizing.  Dr. 

William Davis, the author of the 2017 book, “Undoctored Why Health Care Has Failed You and 
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How You Can Become Smarter Than Your Doctor,” calls exercise a useful tool in health.  Here is 

a list of what he knows exercise is effective in achieving: reducing blood sugar, insulin 

resistance, blood pressure, depression, anxiety, risk for diabetes, risk for heart disease, risk for 

heart attacks by 30-50%, and improving mood.  He encourages people to consider new ways of 

being active. Rather than only walking or running, he suggests tai chi, yoga, square dancing, 

swing dancing, Wii Fit, rock-wall climbing, walking briskly on a sandy beach, self-defense or 

martial arts classes, biking to work or school and walking new and scenic trails (Davis, 2017).  

Choose activities that are enjoyable. Exercise doesn’t have to make a person so miserable that it 

is eventually given up.  It’s better to choose activities to look forward to, rather than dread.  Walk 

with a friend, take ballroom dancing classes, or build a new stone wall around a flower garden 

(Davis, 2017). 

The author of the book “Fitness After 40,” Dr. Vonda Wright, compares a single session 

of exercise as the best trip to the “pharmacy.”  She explains that working out intensely releases 

endorphins that elevate mood; adrenaline, which focuses the brain; dopamine and serotonin, 

which calm the brain, decrease anxiety, and provide a feeling of well-being (Wright, 2015, p. 

67).  It also releases endocannabinoids, which alleviate stress, pain, and anxiety (Wright, 2015, p. 

67). 

Wright also compares the body to a vehicle.  She explains that if a person were a car, the 

more efficient the heart engine, the better the miles per gallon or work per unit of oxygen will be 

(Wright, 2015, p. 120).  She believes that improving the heart function is a main objective of 

exercise after a person’s 40th birthday. 

The ways to be active is almost endless.  Activities range from fairly simple, like 

walking, to extreme, like training for a multi-sport race.  In an article in the June/July issue of 
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SHAPE magazine, Alyssa Sparacino writes about how multi-sport races have changed.  When 

someone trains for a triathlon it’s usually running, biking and swimming.  Sparacino tells how 

that is changing.  One example is the “SUP & Run 5K” in Sarasota, Florida that replaces 

swimming with stand-up paddleboarding (Sparacino, 2017).  The article also highlights the 

“Trifecta at the Millyard Bike Paddle Run” in Nashua, New Hampshire.  Participants bike before 

choosing either a canoe, kayak or stand-up paddle board, also referred to as a SUP (Sparacino, 

2017).  For those into yoga and meditation, there are events that start with a 5K run, then go to 

yoga and end with meditation (Sparacino, 2017).   

Exercising in short bursts at a high intensity is a current trend.  It’s difficult to find at 

fitness magazine that isn’t covering HIIT these days.  HIIT stands for high intensity interval 

training.  Adding brief bursts of high-intensity exercise throughout one session can produce the 

same health benefits of a longer exercise session (Davis, 2017).  Knowing there is more benefit 

in less time by exercising this way might get those who have less time for activity on board to 

exercise more regularly. Educating about HIIT and incorporating ways to perform these shorter 

bursts of exercise will be incorporated into Woods Fitspo at Saint Mary-of-the-Woods. 

Area group fitness instructors will be invited to lead group cardio-dance, yoga and 

strength training segments at this event.  But after having fun moving the body and cooling down 

it’s time for the body to rest and recover. 

Sleep and rest 

There’s growing research that peak fitness cannot be achieved without peak sleep, 

according to Christopher Winter, M.D., who is the author of “The Sleep Solution.”  He explains 

that it’s just as important to create a consistent sleep strategy as it is to plan healthy meals and 

workouts (Easter, 2017). 
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In the book “Undoctored: Why Health Care Has Failed You and How You Can Become 

Smarter Than Your Doctor,” by William Davis, M.D., (2017) the author discusses in more than 

one area of the book the importance of sleep to good health.  He notes that people sacrifice sleep 

due to the pressures of time and look at sleep as a convenience (Davis, 2017).  According to 

Davis, people need to recognize inadequate sleep quality or quantity has metabolic 

consequences, such as increased cortisol levels, increased appetite for snacking on unhealthy 

foods, and other metabolic distortions that impair health and weight loss (Davis, 2017).  “You 

cannot neglect sleep and hope to succeed by compensating in other ways — period” (Davis, 

2017, p. 320).  

In “The Power of Rest: Why Sleep Alone is Not Enough,” Matthew Edlund, M.D., 

explains that rest is a biological need and a process for restoration and rebuilding.  Our bodies 

are designed to have a certain amount of sleep and that leads to greater psychological meaning 

and life balance.  He explains it’s as importance as the need for food.  Sleep is necessary for 

weight control, needed to prevent depression and growing new brain cells and preventing plaque 

from forming in arteries that prevents heart attack and stroke (Edlund, 2010).  In a way of 

driving home the power of sleep, Edlund notes that people are exhausted these days.  They’re 

sleep-deprived and trying to manage family, work, and the social calendar.  He states that people 

are thinking certain activities will make them happier, like watching TV, but those activities only 

make them feel more exhausted (Edlund, 2010).   

Randy Raugh is a physical therapist and the Life Enhancement Center Fitness Director at 

Canyon Ranch Health Resort in Tucson, Arizona.  In his book, “Prime For Life Functional 

Fitness For Ageless Living” he covers the importance of sleep.  Suffering from sleep deprivation 

might be caused by the choices people make.  He explains that when people go to bed at 10 p.m. 
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on weeknights, but then stay up until midnight on Fridays that changes the body’s rhythm.  It 

makes it difficult to go to bed at a decent hour Sunday night and then people are waking up tired 

on Monday mornings and dragging all day.  All these individuals can think about is how they’re 

looking forward to going to sleep, which means there isn’t a chance for a workout and that takes 

away any momentum in developing and keeping an exercise habit (Raugh, 2009).   

Instead of staying up late on Friday nights to watch a movie on Netflix from the couch, 

going antiquing with a friend on Saturday has extra benefits.  Edlund refers to this as social rest.  

He shares that social support helps people cope, encourages more effective health behaviors, 

improves self-esteem, gives people useful information and advice and keeps people plugged into 

networks that help them function (Edlund, 2010).  Social rest is so powerful that those 

connections can help prevent heart attacks and strokes (Edlund, 2010). 

In 2015, Hubbub collaborated with BBC Radio 4 and surveyed 18,000 people in 134 

countries about their experience with rest and to see if rest can be linked to wellbeing.  Results of 

“The Rest Test,” led by researchers at Durham University, shows 68% of those who participated 

think they need more rest.  The survey gave a long list of activities and asked participants to rank 

what activities are most restful.  Being alone was ranked third highest, behind reading and being 

in nature. Being alone was most frequently chosen by women and individuals under the age of 

30.  Even extraverts ranked being alone more restful than being with others in this survey 

(Hubbub, 2016). 

Spiritual rest can also be a piece of the healthy living pie.  It connects people with things 

larger than themselves and provides people with a sense of rest, of inner peace, of connection 

and self-healing (Edlund, 2010).  Merely being present at Saint Mary-of-the-Woods fulfills this 

need for some people.  In the summer 2013 issue of Hope Magazine, a publication of the Sisters 
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of Providence, several people shared their feelings about Saint Mary-of-the-Woods.  Terre Haute 

resident Theressa Bynum said, “It’s like experiencing a piece of happiness on Earth because of 

the beautiful grounds and the peaceful setting in nature” (Cox, 2013, p. 7).  Susan Dinkel, of 

Terre Haute, said “The beauty, the simplicity and the warmth of the many faces that call the 

Woods home will bring you back! It’s a special place where I step on the grounds and feel an 

overall sense of peace and tranquility.  There’s a strong connection” (Cox, 2013, p. 7).   

Attitude and mindset 

It’s important for a person to know when alone time or social time is needed.  It’s good to 

know when sticking to a routine is best or that a change of pace would be more beneficial.  

Having a positive attitude toward regularly exercising and eating well will lead to success.  Jenny 

Gaither is the founder and CEO of the nonprofit Movement Foundation in San Francisco, 

California.  Jenny studied dance and kinesiology at the University of Illinois at Urbana-

Champaign (Astorino, 2017).  The Movement Foundation’s website states that the organization’s 

mission is to challenge women to overcome fears and develop a more positive body image and 

provide them the tools to be active.  Also on the website, it shares that the foundation has found 

that some young women today have inadequate education on the merits of healthy, active, 

nutritious living.  Jenny believes that young women are falling short — failing to realize how 

extraordinary they are.  Jenny has proven to be a role model for women of all ages, which lead to 

her being featured in what the website http://www.popsugar.com calls a “Strong Woman 

Spotlight.”  In the April 7, 2017 article, Jenny asks woman to change the way they think.  For 

those who don’t like working out, she tells them not to workout.  “Instead, go dance, climb, or 

swim” (Astorino, 2017).  She claims that if people call it what is more appealing to the 

individual it will feel like a reward (Astorino, 2017). 
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Having a keynote speaker at Woods Fitspo who can share inspirational messages similar 

to Jenny Gaither would add value to the experience.  She attended college in Illinois, but now 

resides in California (Astorino, 2017).  It wouldn’t be cost effective to have Jenny make an 

appearance.  With such a small event budget, securing a local fitness role model will be the route 

to take.  It’s encouraging that there certainly isn’t a lack of female fitness inspirations. 

Olympian triathlete Joanna Zeiger authored her first book earlier this year, “The 

Champion Mindset: An Athlete's Guide to Mental Toughness.”  Even though it’s a book about 

her journey as an elite athlete and coach to elite athletes and written for those who want to do the 

same, there are many takeaways for anyone wanting to start any new regimen.  In the case of this 

health and fitness event, there will likely be beginning exercisers or those trying to go from 

eating poorly to eating healthy.  Joanna’s claim is that preparing mentally is the difference 

between being a success and failing.  Her advice is to “psych yourself up rather than psyching 

yourself out.  People don’t perform well if their head isn't in it” (Zeiger, 2017, p. 5).  She stresses 

the importance of staying positive. She believes that if someone believes they won’t be 

successful, they won’t (Zeiger, 2017).  Zeiger asks the athlete’s she coaches to choose a phrase to 

use during positive self-talk.  She said a solid mantra is a great tool in times of stress in exercise, 

at work and at home.  Some examples she gives is “I'm on fire” and “Nothing can break me” 

(Zeiger, 2017, p. 172).  Thinking confidently leads to confidence (Zeiger, 2017). 

Along with having a mental edge for getting healthy it’s important to see things as they 

really are.  The author of “The Four Agreements,” Don Miguel Ruiz, Jr., has written a more 

recent book, “The Mastery of Self,” on how to release false ideas about an individual’s reality.  

The messages in this book seem relevant for those wanting to make major life changes.  First, it’s 

important to look at reality in the way they live, whether it’s unhealthy or healthy.  Ruiz 
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encourages people to be free to choose happiness in the present.  The simple act of pausing 

before making a decision or taking an action, thinking about what the individual really wants in a 

situation versus what may be an automatic choice, is the first step in breaking the cycle of the 

automatic (Ruiz, 2016).  He encourages people not to being hard on themselves when 

occasionally making bad decisions during transitioning into be able to pause in the moment.  He 

calls this the back-and-forth dance between automatic responses and awareness.  Being aware 

can break the cycle of doing what’s automatic (Ruiz, 2016). It’s easy to relate this to exercise and 

eating right.  Pausing and being in the moment while looking at the clock to see if a sitcom is 

about to start might lead to a walk around the block to enjoy the summer evening weather and 

get in on burning some calories instead.  Maybe heading to the pantry to get a snack full of sugar 

is a habit, but stopping and thinking before that action might lead to a handful of nutritious 

almonds, some fresh blueberries or some delicious grapes. 

Eating well 

 While checking items off the healthy living list, one must learn that eating the right foods 

is an important part of living a long, happy and active life.  Some believe eating well is the most 

important way to get healthy.  In chapter 15 of “The Blood Sugar Solution,” Dr. Mark Hyman 

writes that he wants people to stop treating the chronic disease and “create health” (Hyman, 

2012).  Remove obstacles, such as stress and poor diet and add fresh foods, nutrients, sleep, 

movement, relaxation, connection, meaning and purpose (Hyman, 2012).  The only food that 

should be in the kitchen are those without labels, according to Hyman.  He’s referring to food in 

a box, package or can that are not as healthy as fresh fruits and vegetables.  Food that has a label 

should have fewer than five ingredients, according to Hyman.  He wants people to stay away 

from foods with the words hydrogenated, high-fructose corn syrup, and anything that can’t be 
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recognized or pronounced.  He suggests not eating foods with preservatives, additives, and 

coloring.  When it comes to artificial sweeteners, Hyman wants people to avoid them because 

they make lead to hunger, slow metabolism and the storing of excess body fat (Hyman, 2012). 

 “The vast majority of Americans eat artificial food, more similar to factory concoctions 

than a plant or animal that might be found in the wild” (Campbell, 2015, p. 17).  “If someone has 

been eating a typical American diet, trashing their arteries, for decades, I suspect they have some 

degree of heart disease” (Campbell, 2015, pp. 38-39).  The diagram below shows what Dr. 

Thomas Campbell has found to be a standard American diet — 45% refined plant, 10% whole 

plant, and 45% animal food. 

 

Figure 7: The graph above shows what Campbell refers to as the “standard American diet” 

(Campbell, 2015, p. 33). 
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Figure 8: This graph above shows what Campbell refers to as the “optimal diet” (Campbell, 

2015, p. 36). 

 

  “For those with advanced heart disease, for example, the diet shown to reverse disease is 

one that prohibits almost all meat, most dairy, eggs, and added oils” (Campbell, 2015, p. 39).  

“Simply eat real food, healthy food, and find ways to love every bit of food and the health that 

results. It will become a lifelong habit and you can leave the yo-yoing behind” (Campbell, 2015, 

p. 24).   

 In fact, a July 2017 American College of Cardiology news story states some plant-based 

diets “may be associated with a higher risk” of heart disease (American College of Cardiology, 

2017, para. 1).  “… a plant based diet that emphasizes less healthy plant foods like sweetened 

beverages, refined grains, potatoes, and sweets had the opposite effect” from a plant based diet 

rich in whole grains, fruits, and vegetables (American College of Cardiology, 2017, para. 4).  
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Dr. Campbell claims it might be easier to think of trying to eat this way as an experiment, 

think short term (Campbell, 2015).  “… get there on your own terms. Do not beat yourself up if 

you’re not perfect from day one” (Campbell, 2015, p. 43). 

Cooking shows on television and online are popular, yet people still claim not to have 

enough time to cook a healthy meal.  Woods Fitspo will offer a class on quick and easy ways to 

prepare nutritious food for busy families.  It will be fun to share recipes and answer cooking 

questions from participants.   

Technology 

Technology can be frustrating or it can make life easier.  There are mobile phone 

applications that can add convenience to the healthy journey.  One quick search of the app store 

shows many different results for downloadable choices that include meal diaries and tracking 

calories.  Davis suggests these apps for basic nutrition facts: Daily Carb by Maxwell Software, 

Calorie Counter and Diet Tracker by MyFitnessPal, Nutrition Lookup by SparkPeople, and Food 

Facts by FatSecret Platform API (Davis, 2017).  Davis suggests these apps for making healthy 

choices at restaurants: Super Size Me by Morgan Spurlock and HealthyOut by Rise Labs, Inc. 

(Davis, 2017). 

Mobile phones are also aiding in keeping exercisers on track.  There are apps for daily 

workouts, workout challenges and meditation time.  Hyman recommends FitDay, DailyBurn, 

Gain Fitness, LoseIt, MyFitnessPal, and SocialWorkout to track progress and share it with 

friends and community (Hyman, 2012).   

Wearable devices from Fitbit, like the Flex, and Garmin, like the vivoactive, help 

exercisers track and celebrate their goals of 10,000 steps a day and more for health.  The goals 

can be changed and once the goals are reached, depending on the settings, the device will vibrate 
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and/or show celebratory animated graphics, like digital fireworks.  This researcher has worn 

several different wearable devices with an especially memorable workout when the goal was 

accomplished.  While in Washington, D.C. for a work conference, this researcher took off on foot 

to explore the city with Fitbit in place on the wrist.  After being sedentary in chilly conference 

rooms all day it was exciting to reach the daily goal of 10,000 steps while walking in front of the 

White House.  It was a memorable occasion to have the Fitbit vibrate and flash accolades right at 

that moment.  A selfie photo with the White House in the background while humming the Rocky 

theme song seemed to be in order.  This is just one way that technology can help people celebrate 

the daily milestones on the journey to good health.  Speaking of music, Spotify and Pandora 

applications provide the music to motivate and cool down during workout sessions.  Look for 

music that matches an individual’s stride while walking. The upbeat music provides motivation 

to keep going and reach fitness goals. 

There are also apps to help with getting a good night’s rest.  In the book “Undoctored 

Why Health Care Has Failed You and How You Can Become Smarter Than Your Doctor,” the 

author suggests going to http://justgetflux.com and downloading the f.lux app for the laptop or 

desktop.  According to the time of day, it adjusts the blue wavelength of the computer screen as 

evening approaches.  Reducing the blue wavelength will help the brain wind down from the day 

and prepare for sleep (Davis, 2017).  Some computer programs and apps provide nature sounds 

and white noise to aid in sleeping.  There are wearable devices that give feedback about quality 

of sleep.  Davis shares that The Withings Aura device at http://www.withings.com monitors sleep 

phases.  He said monitoring sleep can prove why there might be struggles with having energy 

during the day (Davis, 2017). 
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For those looking for a 30-minute exercise program at home, pick up a laptop, a touch 

screen tablet or even an mobile phone and do an Internet search for workouts, such as 

Beachbody, PIYO and Daily Burn.  Also, exploring social media channel Pinterest will produce 

online home workout options to explore.  Discussing popular home workouts during Woods 

Fitspo will hopefully teach some women about options they weren’t utilizing.  

Technology might play a helpful role in staying on track and motivated, but Hyman also 

suggests taking a break from technology for better health.  He writes that those who take a one-

week media fast might be surprised at the amount of time gained to accomplish tasks like 

cooking, eating well, exercising, relaxing, sleeping, connecting with friends and family (Hyman, 

2012).  At the end of that week, he suggests making a decision of what media to bring back — 

web and social media, television and movies, the computer, and the smart phone.  Much of these 

waste valuable time that can be spent more intentionally on ways to improve lives and make 

people and families happier and healthier.      

Mood and stress 

 It would appear that movement can affect a person’s mood in a positive way.  Ask 

University of Vermont rehabilitation and movement science professor Jeremy Sibold.  Sibold and 

co-author Kathy Berg did a small, self-contained study where they randomly put 48 healthy men 

and women into two groups.  One group rested while the other group rode exercise bikes for 20 

minutes.  Each subject filled out a questionnaire afterward at two, four, eight, 12 and 24 hours. 

“The study found that the exercise group experienced significantly less total mood disturbance at 

four, eight and 12 hours. Quantifying the duration of the mood benefit, Sibold says” (Weaver, 

2009, para. 6).  “Without killing yourself, you can do a moderate intensity exercise, some sort of 
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aerobic form of exercise for 20 or 30 minutes, and that little bit of investment in terms of time 

turns into these durable mental health benefits” (Weaver, 2009, para. 7). 

 Johns Hopkins Medicine’s “Heart Attack Prevention” white paper describes stress as a 

contributing factor to heart attacks (Blumenthal & Margolis, 2011).  During stressful times, there 

are hormones released that speed heart rate, raise blood pressure and constrict the coronary 

arteries (Blumenthal & Margolis, 2011).  The list of ways a person is stressed these days is 

endless.  Making sure the children get to their activities, work project deadlines, dirty dishes in 

the sink, clothes in the hamper, the dog’s vet bill, and traffic on the interstate all contribute to 

feeling stressed.  It’s easy to see how people put off exercise or eating right for themselves, but 

health professionals at Woods Fitspo will explain why it’s imperative that women find ways to 

de-stress. 

 Regular exercise decreases the cardiac response to stress, according to Dr. Vonda Wright.  

She states that exercise can get a person out of a bad mood. 

 “As you reduce your stress, you’ll eat more wisely, you’ll work out more, and you’ll feel 

better all the way around” (Masley, 2014, p. 171).  “As your stress management improves, it will 

become easier for you to maintain a healthy diet and to work out regularly” (Masley, 2014, p. 

171).  Stress raises cortisol and oxytocin reduces stress (Masley, 2014).  Look for activities that 

increase oxytocin, such as a hug, cuddling a baby, interactions with children or pets (Masley, 

2014).  Being connected to a community also allows us to share positive energy with others and 

that is a stress reliever, according to Masley, who wrote “The 30-Day Heart Tune-Up” (2014).   

 Health professionals at Woods Fitspo will share creative examples of how busy women 

can deal with stress.  Massage therapists will be invited as vendors to give chair massages and 

make connections with participants that might want to continue with them in the future.  Offering 
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new ways of getting active is only part of the matter.  At Woods Fitspo, the team will share the 

why, so participants find ways to invest themselves fully in the lifestyle changes. 

Inspiration 

 Woods Fitspo is designed to empower women who wish to make healthy choices.  

Obviously, what might be inspiring to one woman may not be to another.  It’s important to study 

how to inspire people who want to change in order to tailor the message during this one-day 

health and fitness event. 

 Almost halfway through the book, “Speaking as a Leader,” author Judith Humphrey talks 

about the importance of having a message every time someone speaks.  “A strong, clear message 

moves you from information to inspiration. It tells your audience why they are in the room. 

Without a message, you cannot lead” (Humphrey, 2012, p. 92).  She adds that intelligent and 

knowledgeable people who do not have a message lose control of how the audience responds.  

There is so much valuable information to share with Woods Fitspo participants, that it will be 

wise it is to have consistent messages shared throughout the day.  Ideally, information dump will 

be avoided at Woods Fitspo and helpful suggestions and facts will come across clear and 

inspirational. 

 Humphrey explains the “language of leadership” as speaking clearly; not using jargon 

that is easily misunderstood; being conversational and personal; not being tentative; taking the 

numb out of numbers; and not joking around (Humphrey, 2012, p. 121). When it comes to being 

personal, Humphrey says using the words “we” and “I” allow speakers to connect with the 

audience effectively (Humphrey, 2012, p. 145).  Humphrey suggests not sharing a large amount 

of numbers for fear of losing the audience’s attention. This is good advice when considering any 

facts and statistics about heart disease and ways to keep track of a healthier lifestyle.  There are 
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calories to count, strength training reps to count, percentages on food labels to study, 

measurements in recipes, and the statistics on how many people are at risk.  The reward for 

choosing what numbers to share will be women who are feeling like they can start incorporating 

what they learned immediately.  Not overwhelming the participants will bode well for everyone 

involved. 

 There will be many health and fitness leaders in front of participants at this event.  A 

portion of Humphrey’s book notes the importance of choosing leaders who have a presence 

(Humphrey, 2012, p. 188).  Taking that into account for Woods Fitspo, fitness instructors and 

health professionals who engages everyone in the class will give them the power to persuade 

people that it’s possible to make healthy changes in their lives (Humphrey, 2012, p. 188). 

 Tony Horton, fitness trainer and the creator of the P90x home fitness series, continues to 

inspire thousands to live the fullest life.  On social media and in videos and interviews, he often 

talks about the importance of finding purpose as a positive step in accomplishing healthy 

lifestyle goals.  In his book, “The Big Picture: 11 Rules That Will Change Your Life,” (2014) he 

lifts up how taking care of the body can help with finding purpose (Horton, 2014).  “Taking care 

of yourself enables you to be more productive — and that means you’ll get more out of life” 

(Horton, 2014, p. 13).  He writes that even if an individual’s purpose doesn’t have to do with 

fitness “it still has everything to do with fitness” (Horton, 2014, p. 14).  In his book, he tells a 

story about self-talk.  He drives home how valuable it is to have a personal mantra.  According to 

Horton, this mantra can redirect negative thoughts and keep perspective when the journey is 

difficult.   

When this researcher’s grandmother, Ola Archer, was close to death at age 94, she said 

something that has become a mantra for this granddaughter.  On this particularly memorable day, 
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Grandma was feeling miserable, and, frankly, wanted to go to heaven.  She was combative and 

used strong language with nursing home employees that morning.  She was in pain, was 

depressed and exhausted.  This researcher’s mother, Ola’s daughter, encouraged Ola to let others 

help her get out of bed. The bed linens needed changed because they were wet.  Grandma refused 

angrily.  She argued.  Grandma, the family matriarch, liked to be in control and at this stage in 

her life she wasn’t in control of much.  Her daughter’s patience and loving words eventually 

wore her down.  Ola, a mother of five and grandmother of 29, sat up in bed with the aid of her 

daughter in a moment of defeat.  In a weak voice she said, “do what it takes.”  Since that day in 

2015, those words have been this researcher’s mantra in all areas of life.  This mantra will be 

shared with participants who attend this health and fitness event.  That mantra will fold into 

many aspects of life.  Here is a short list of examples:   

• Do what it takes to be the best self.   

• Do what it takes to get more sleep.   

• Do what it takes to have more fun.  

• Do what it takes to get healthy.   

• Do what it takes to exercise every day.   

• Do what it takes to drink more water.  

• Do what it takes to eat real food and prepare meals at home.   

• Do what it takes to limit eating out.   

• Do what it takes to gain more confidence.   

• Do it what it takes to limit stress.  

• Do what it takes to lose weight the healthy way.   

• Do what it takes to be surrounded by positive people that can help achieve goals. 
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Horton isn’t the only one talking about purposeful living.  Dr. Michael F. Roizen also 

believes in the importance of finding one’s purpose on the road to success.  In his book, “This is 

Your Do-Over,” Roizen claims making healthy choices dosen’t mean denying oneself things that 

lead to wanting to quit.  He assures people that finding purpose leads to better choices.  “We get 

healthy because health is what gets us everything we want in life.  And once we find that out, we 

can’t wait to share it, pass it along, inspire others, and help people find the same foundation for 

healthy living that we have” (Roizen, 2015, p. 290). 

Jen Sincero encourages everyone to do what they love.  She talks about not denying oneself 

the people and experiences that result in feeling the most alive in her book, “You are a Badass 

How to Stop Doubting Your Greatness and Start Living an Awesome Life” (2013).  “It’s about 

being proactive about creating the life you love instead of meekly living the one you think you’re 

stuck with. Give yourself the gift of a joyous life while you’re still among the living” (Sincero, 

2013, p. 57).   That reference to living really hits home when talking about the risks of the 

number one killer, heart disease.  Sincero goes on to say people are not considered selfish for 

taking good care of themselves, which includes the body.  She also writes that comparing oneself 

to others is counter-productive.  Not giving any amount of time to caring what other’s think is 

also advice Sincero gives.  This is a good reminder for those who are struggling with a negative 

body image.  Don’t let feelings of worry about what other’s will think interfere with the desire to 

attend an exercise class or go to the gym.  Do what it takes to make the first step and do the hard 

work to achieve the health goals that will lead to being healthier and more confident.  Sincero 

may not be speaking about getting healthy specifically when she encourages readers to stop with 

the excuses and make the first move foward, but it truly fits in this case.  She believes people 

should start somewhere that feels right and then continue doing what feels right to see where it 
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leads (Sincero, 2013).  This is good advice for those who may be struggling with getting off the 

couch or don’t know where to begin.  Some of the fun ways Sincero suggests getting inspired is 

creating playlists of motivating songs, displaying inspiring photos and wearing clothes that lead 

to a feeling of confidence (Sincero, 2013). 

At the event, inspirational words can be shared verbally and on posters and flyers to take 

home.  Those same pieces of inspiration can be shared on social media and promotional 

materials prior to the event to build excitement for the event and bring people together. 

“The best way to find out if it will work is to do it” (Sinek, 2016, p. 40). 

Similar events  

When creating an event, it’s wise to research other events to get ideas and compare 

details.  In the June 2017 issue of Shape Magazine there is a brief about “Shape Body Shop 

fitness boutique taking place in Los Angeles, California on June 17.  The blurb lists what to 

expect at the event: “trending classes with top trainers, delicious clean eats, activewear sneak 

peaks, plus motivation galore.”  Those not in that city are encouraged to follow the event on 

Facebook and Instagram.  Using the word trending seems like a good way to capture people’s 

attention and give them the idea that they are going to be ahead of others.  Clean eats is a current 

buzz word for healthy meals.   

There is a full-page advertisement in the July/August 2017 issue of Shape Magazine for 

“Shape Escape.”  This event taking place in Arizona takes place at a resort and spa and is 

described as a “luxury wellness weekend.”  It lists motivation workshops, fashion shows, beauty 

sessions, meditation classes, and wellness programs.  The photos show the beautiful location and 

fit people exercising, resting and having fun.   
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A vendor at the downtown farmers’ market in Indianapolis this summer runs summer 

fitness camps for children.  Forever-Fit Summer Camp takes place at The Fitness Farm on West 

44th Street, Indianapolis.  Sarah Adams, community engagement coordinator, explained that this 

organic farm is similar to a park.  The vegetable garden is surrounded by a large track for 

walking, running and biking.  This farm has combined fitness and sustainable farming as a way 

to teach families how to live healthy lives.  There is daily exercise including swimming, 

gardening and biking, expert advice, healthy eating and fun, according to the brochure.  The 

brochure states that for “four consecutive years, campers have reduced body mass index, 

improved heart rate and blood pressure, increased strength and stamina, gained confidence, built 

self-esteem — and along the way made friends and memories.”  The camp is June 12-July 20 

and costs $100 a week. 

Woods Fitspo  

Tentative Schedule 

 The following is the first draft of the proposed schedule for Woods Fitspo 

 8:30-9 a.m. Registration (Vendors available until 10 a.m.) 

 8:30-9 a.m. Know Your Reality: Blood glucose, cholesterol and blood pressure testing 

 9-9:15 a.m. Welcome 

 9:15-9:45 a.m. Keynote speaker 

 9:45-10 a.m. Break 

 10-10:15 a.m. Ballet warm up 

 10:15-10:35 a.m. Get Centered with Yoga 

 10:35-11:10 a.m. Get on Your Feet Cardio Dance 

 11:15-11:30 a.m. Crossfit demonstration by local gym 
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 11:30 a.m.-12:15 p.m. Eating Healthy is Easy and Quick — cooking demos and tips 

 12:30-12:45 p.m. Keynote speaker wrap up  

 12:45 p.m. Get out there and “Do what it takes!” 

 Vendors will include fitness centers, nutritionists, chefs, massage therapists, parks and 

recreation, personal trainers, hospitals, dance studios, running/walking clubs, local sporting 

goods businesses, senior centers, and emergency medical technicians. 

Marketing 

 Now that the components of the event have been explained it’s appropriate to discuss 

marketing the event.  Marketing plans are a roadmap or the guidelines for directing the 

appropriate actions (Peter & Donnelly, 2009).  The marketing plan is designed to be the best 

available scenario and rationale for the event (Peter & Donnelly, 2009).  Explained in the plan 

are the objectives of the event, the target audience, strengths and weaknesses, benchmarks, 

promotion, financial information, and plans of measurement.  The objectives are quantifiable, 

measurable and lists the specific results to be achieved (Thompson, Peteraf, Gamble & 

Strickland, 2014).   

A leader in nonprofit marketing and communication is Kivi Leroux Miller.  On a 2010 

episode of a BlogTalkRadio podcast called “The Nonprofit Marketing Guide Book Club, Part 

II,” Claire Meyerhoff interviewed Kivi Leroux Miller about how to write a “quick and dirty” 

marketing plan.  The content covered in that podcast is from Kivi’s book, “Nonprofit Marketing 

Guide: High Impact, Low-Cost Ways to Build Support for Your Good Cause.”  Kivi states that 

the three priorities in a quick marketing plan is to decide the target audience, tailor the message 

and decide how to deliver the message.  She said to answer who will be marketed to, what needs 

to be said to them, and how the message will get to them. 
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 Kivi explains the importance of getting specific about the target audience.  She used 

donors as an example of an audience.  To get more specific, maybe it’s a donor who has given 

before, or one who’s attended an event, she said.  Kivi said the better the marketer knows the 

audience, the better the messaging will be.  When tailoring the message, Kivi said to use 

emotional content, appeal to people’s personal identity by making them feel like they’re part of 

the group, and have a good call to action.  Claire and Kivi suggested rather than making the call 

to action an ask for support, be specific that volunteers are needed or it’s time to call the 

legislator.  It’s not always clear to people what a nonprofit is asking of them.  She talked about 

communication tactics like sharing in a newsletter, on a website, and on a Facebook page.  Kivi 

encourages nonprofit marketers to include the message in multiple places, called integrated 

marketing.  Have the same, consistent message, but tweak it according to the different channels, 

she suggested.  “Repetition is a good thing in marketing” (Miller, 2010, podcast).  During this 

second of four podcasts in a series, Kivi encourages nonprofits to tell their stories regularly.  This 

might be a feature on a volunteer or a new staff member who works closely with the public.  

Maybe it’s a behind-the-scenes look at the organization.  Break the messages into smaller pieces 

that are delivered weekly, she said.  Also, a story might just be a photo, she said. 

Photos are widely used on social media to tell the story.  There are advantages with social 

media when it comes to event marketing.  Platforms like Facebook, Instagram and Twitter make 

it easier to reach people who already follow Saint Mary-of-the-Woods College, Sisters of 

Providence and White Violet Center for Eco-Justice.  Social media can play a large role in how 

influencers in the Terre Haute area can share about Woods Fitspo with their following.  

Compiling a list of influencers will most likely prove to be valuable work when the event is 

ready to be promoted.  Woods Fitspo influencers include the following:  Terre Haute YMCA, 
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Pulse Fitness, Common Ground, SweatBox Gym, Terre Haute Fitness, Evolution Fitness, 

Ultimate Fitness, InYoga, Zen Cat Yoga, Tattered Mat Yoga, Honey Creek Mall walkers, 

Regional Hospital, Union Hospital, The Maple Center, Barrett’s Gym, Nancy Sauer School, 

Academy of Dance, World of Dance, Teresa’s School of Dance, A Plus All Star Productions, 

Dance Studio, The Dance Studio, Planet Fitness, JAM Fitness, Minton’s Academy, McVicker’s 

Martial Arts, Studio Martial Arts, and Griffin’s Taekwondo. 

In “The Dos and Don’ts of Influencer Marketing” in the June 2017 issue of Public 

Relations Tactics newspaper is written by Kaniu Lee.  Lee writes about a study conducted by 

Activate by Bloglovin’ which found that 32% of marketers believe influencer campaigns are an 

essential part of the marketing strategy.  “Influencers have spent years growing their following, 

so they know the exact type of content and products their audience will like best” (Lee, 2017, 

para. 4).  Lee states that Instagram and Facebook are the most used social media when it comes 

to influencers.  She stresses the importance of distributing across multiple marketing channels to 

enable more touch points and maintain authenticity (Lee, 2017).  

In a July 31, 2017 article in Entrepreneur online, contributor Lesya Liu lists ways a 

service organization can market on Instagram.  Even though this article focuses on one particular 

social media channel, the ideas can be used across multiple channels and even in printed 

materials and media interviews.  The first tip is to show expertise.  In the example of this health 

and fitness event, promotions should include sharing the expertise of those in front of the 

attendees at the event.  As soon as health and fitness professionals are secured for the event, 

graphics will be created with their photo and expertise to show the event’s value.  Liu’s tip 

number two is to inspire with success stories.  Those who follow health and fitness professionals 

on social media are familiar with this marketing technique.  Social media key words, called 
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hashtags, are included with “before and after” photos of people who have improved their health 

by losing weight or gaining muscle.  One aspect of Woods Fitspo will be to get to know the 

participants’ stories.  Participants will have the opportunity to have a full-length photo taken of 

them at the event as a way to celebrate success along their journey of improving their health.  Tip 

number three in the Entrepreneur article is to make Instagram followers smile.  Cardiovascular 

disease is nothing to joke about, but humor is often a way to engage people and get them to share 

information.  Although the topic of this event is heavy, the atmosphere of the event will be light-

hearted and less serious.  Maybe as a group, everyone will decide to seasonally play a friendly 

game of kickball as a result of Woods Fitspo.  

In the “Event Marketing From A to Z” infographic published by HubSpot, Inc. in 2011, 

the first step is setting up the event.  This includes creating the event theme and logo, adding the 

event to the website with event details as they become available, set up the registration and 

create an invitation list.  Step 2 includes sending the invitations, posting updates to social media, 

creating a brief video invite, and writing blog posts about the event.  Step 3 includes the social 

media gamut.  Preparing tweets for Twitter, creating and using hashtags, post promotional 

images on Facebook, and send LinkedIn group invitations.  Step 4 is tracking the progress.  This 

involves keeping track of email activity, tracking registrations and measuring registrations 

according to promotional channels.  Step 5 is about running the event.  Live-blogging during the 

event, posting photos in real time using social media and video recording the event are 

suggested.  Step 6 is all about following up.  There should be a survey sent to all attendees after 

the event.  Maybe there are materials that can be shared with people who did not attend the 

event.  Producing a video summarizing the experience can be interesting for attendees and non-
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attendees alike.  And, lastly, remind people about any upcoming events and get early 

registrations.  

Creating an infographic of information gained at Woods Fitspo would be on trend with 

how people are used to reading and sharing information online.  The infographic could be 

emailed to participants as an incentive to those who fill out the follow-up survey. 

Marketing plan 

A. Executive summary: Saint Mary-of-the-Woods College and the Sisters of Providence are 

collaborating to reach women in the Terre Haute area to attend a one-day fitness and health event 

at Saint Mary-of-the-Woods.  There will be a variety of offerings, including basic health testing, 

fitness sessions, motivational speakers, a cooking session and vendors allowing women to 

connect with each other and gain the tools to help live a healthy lifestyle beyond the event. 

B. Situation analysis 

The leading killer of women in the United States is heart disease. Studies show that a 

high percentage of women are not aware heart disease is the number one killer, nor do they know 

the risks or if they have any risks.  Saint Mary-of-the-Woods has the perfect facility, the Knoerle 

Center, to present a one-day health and fitness event that would educate women in the Terre 

Haute area about eating healthy, ways to be more active, the importance of rest, and how to avoid 

other risks. Saint Mary-of-the-Woods College and the Sisters of Providence have been leaders in 

inspiring and educating women for more than 175 years, so it makes perfect sense that they 

would provide a community resource for women in the Terre Haute area that would improve, and 

even save, lives. 

C. Woods Fitspo mission: Inspiring, motivating and educating women to do what it takes to be 

healthy. 
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D. Vision: To establish Woods Fitspo as a quality resource for helping women illuminate their 

risks of heart disease. 

E. Values: community, health, impact, and sharing. 

1. Community: At Woods Fitspo, the sense of community will permeate the event and 

after the event.  Having local professionals involved will strengthen the event.  Women 

supporting each other in getting healthy is a powerful force. 

2. Health: Putting health first and learning new ways to make it priority will lead to 

healthier moms, sisters, daughters, aunts and grandmothers in the Terre Haute area. 

3. Impact: Success in providing a valuable event that has a positive impact on women’s 

health. 

4. Sharing: Women sharing successes, failures and resources will motivate and inspire all 

to be successful. 

F. Objectives 

Objective 1: To create a quality community resource for women in the Terre Haute area 

to learn about the risks of heart disease and be educated about how to live healthier. 

Goal 1: Have a one-day health and fitness event at Saint Mary-of-the-Woods in 

2018. 

 Goal 2: Have 80-100 women attend. 

Goal 3: Provide highly knowledgeable presenters and instructors that will provide 

general and individual health and fitness information, especially about eating 

healthy, and moving and resting more. 

Objective 2: Bring people to Saint Mary-of-the-Woods to experience the opportunities 

offered. 
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Goal 1: Provide activities indoors and outdoors, so people can experience the 

Woods and want to come back. 

Goal 2: Provide information about programs, events and educational 

opportunities. 

 Goal 3: A maximum of 100 participants will attend the event. 

Objective 3: To present a quality one-day event that will inspire and motivate women in 

the Terre Haute area to explore ways to get healthier and happier. 

Goal 1: Invite quality vendors to do testing, such as blood pressure, cholesterol, 

glucose, and body mass index (BMI). 

Goal 2: Invite quality fitness professionals to teach cardio, yoga and dance classes 

and give educational and inspirational demonstrations. 

Goal 3: Invite quality cooking instructors and nutritionists to share their 

knowledge with participants. 

Goal 4: Invite health and fitness sponsors to help with the cost of the event and 

provide educational information to participants. 

G. Benchmarks/success to be measured by:  

1. Commitments from all fitness instructors and presenters at least six months prior to the 

event;  

2. At least 50% of attendees will be registered at least 1 month prior to the event; and  

3. Increase in website traffic to the Wufoo registration page. 

4. Monitor Facebook statistics and track “likes,” “shares,” and “comments” and report 

monthly. 
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5. A minimum of $500 in sponsorships will be secured at least four months prior to the 

event.  Participants will pay $25. 

 

Figure 9: This graph shows benchmarks to measure the progress of marketing Woods Fitspo. 

 

H. SWOC Analysis 

Strengths 

1. Information shared will help improve low health literacy and eventually lead to 

healthier lifestyles. 

2. Provides education about the risks of heart disease. 

3. Will help motivate women to make healthier choices. 

4. Opportunity to inspire women to eat healthier and be more active. 

5. Opportunities for free health testing that could lead to discovering health risks. 

6. Providing a quality community resource for educating about the risks of heart disease. 

7. Participants will learn new activities they can add to their daily routine. 

8. It’s affordable. 

9. Women will discover valuable resources in the community. 

10. It can be life changing for some participants. 

Commitments 
from all fitness 
instructors and 

presenters at least 
6 months prior to 

event.

At least 50% of 
attendees will be 
registered at least 
1 month prior to 

the event.

A minimum of 
$500 in 

sponsorships will 
be secured at least 
four months prior 

to the event.
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11. Participants will experience Saint Mary-of-the-Woods, maybe for the first time, and 

hopefully come back for other programs, events and educational endeavors. 

12. Knoerle Center is a state of the art facility and SMW has a beautiful and welcoming 

campus. 

13. Highly trained presenters. 

 

Weaknesses 

1. Weather could inhibit outside activities during the event or hinder attendance. 

2. Promoting a new event that people aren’t familiar with could be challenging. 

3. Zero budget to start. 

4. Securing sponsors, vendors, speakers and instructors is challenging. 

5. There could be competitiveness between health and fitness professionals and 

businesses providing services at the event. 

6. Even though it’s affordable, the cost may be prohibitive to some. 

7. Some community members who would benefit most from this event might be too 

apprehensive to attend this event. Not believing they can handle it at their fitness level. 

8. The unknown of what age groups will be represented at the event. 

9. Heart disease is a massive topic with a lot of ground to be covered. 

10. A one-day event can only touch the surface of educating about heart disease. 

 

Opportunities 

1. Saint Mary-of-the-Woods College and the Sisters of Providence could find new 

friends. 
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2. This could become an annual event. 

3. Information gained and test results could lead to lives saved. 

4. Participants can gain information that would lead to healthier living. 

5. Participants can learn how or be inspired to eat healthier and exercise more regularly. 

6. Participants can make friends they could continue to socialize with and be a healthy 

partner with to achieve healthy living goals. 

7. Having Saint Mary-of-the-Woods College and the Sisters of Providence partnering for 

this event strengthens relationships. 

8. Social media has opportunities for free or inexpensive publicity and making 

connections. 

9. Quality fitness and health resources in the Terre Haute area. 

 

Challenges 

1. Media could make mistakes in coverage of the event or not cover the event at all. 

2. Someone could get injured. 

3. Presenters/vendors could not show up. 

4. Attendance could be low. 

Competition 

1. Other community events 

2. Fitness centers with regularly scheduled classes that day. 

3. Family and work obligations. 

 

I. Target audience 
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1. Women in the Terre Haute area between the ages of 18 and 70. 

2. Terre Haute area fitness center owners, instructors and members. 

3. Women who have attended White Violet Center cooking classes and yoga retreat. 

4. SMWC students, faculty, staff and alumni in the Terre Haute area. 

5. Women living in the Terre Haute area who are knowingly at risk for heart disease. 

6. Terre Haute cardiologists and general practitioners. 

Analyzing the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats, or SWOT analysis, is 

important when looking at all areas of this health and fitness event.  

J. Marketing communications/tactics 

1. Create a flyer that can be used digitally as well as printed. 

2. Create a checklist to assist the Woods Fitspo team regularly communicate and 

encourage them to invite participants.   

3. Utilize internal relationships: work with campus leaders to recommend the event to 

prospective participants.  Cross-market Woods Fitspo at other campus and community 

events. Put monthly notices in regular communication avenues, such as email newsletters 

and other internal modes of communication. 

K. PR plan/tactics 

Press releases and news alerts will be distributed to all appropriate media outlets.  Reach 

potential participants by providing announcement updates on keynote speakers and health and 

fitness professionals area secured.   

L. Direct marketing 
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Capture contacts of those interested and who attend the event by adding them to the Saint 

Mary-of-the-Woods College and Sisters of Providence databases to start building a list if this 

becomes an annual event. 

M. Online marketing strategy 

Highlight event details on Saint Mary-of-the-Woods College and Sisters of Providence 

websites and use feedback to hone marketing efforts and messaging. 

N. Social media plan/tactics 

Highlight event and details as they unfold on Saint Mary-of-the-Woods College and 

Sisters of Providence social media.  As the event is refined, updates with revised options as 

necessary.   

O. Promotion 

Promotion will include social media, printed flyers, announcements in various 

community e-newsletters, talking with fitness groups and organizations in the Terre Haute area, 

news releases, community calendar listings, and nonprofit interviews on local television news 

and radio stations.  Since it’s the first event, there will not be money to do any paid advertising. 

The following is an example of a radio public service announcement (PSA) or 

community news announcement ran at no charge on Terre Haute radio stations: 

Radio :30 spot 

Need some fitness inspiration? Have fun, learn and be inspired at a new one-day event 

called Woods Fitspo on [event date] at Saint Mary-of-the-Woods.  Get motivated by keynote 

speakers, rub elbows with Terre Haute fitness and health professionals and take advantage of 

basic health testing. Gain valuable knowledge and experience cardio dance, yoga and strength 

training sessions.  Woods Fitspo is 8:30 a.m. to 1 p.m. on Saturday, [date].  Do what it takes to be 
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more active, make healthy food choices and lessen stress by attending Woods Fitspo on [date] for 

only $25.  Register at smwc.edu/fitspo  

     ### 

The following is a draft of a news release that could be distributed in the Terre Haute 

area: 

News release 

For immediate release 

Date 

Hdln: Woods Fitspo event inspires healthy living for women   

Event to take place at 9 a.m., Saturday, [date]  

Contact: Cheryl Casselman, ccasselm@spsmw.org or 812-535-2809 

Saint Mary-of-the-Woods College and the Sisters of Providence are hosting "Woods 

Fitspo" with some valuable fitness inspiration for women in [month] on Saturday, [date] at the 

campus of Saint Mary-of-the-Woods College and the Sisters of Providence.   

Woods Fitspo is a one-day fitness and health event for women like no other in the Terre 

Haute area. 

There will be cardio, yoga and strength training sessions, as well as motivational 

keynotes speakers, basic health testing and lots of fun. 

It takes place in SMWC's new state of the art gym and atrium, The Knoerle Center, and is 

meant to inspire women in the Terre Haute area live a healthier lifestyle, even on the busiest of 

days. 

Registration begins at 8:30 a.m. and the first keynote speaker begins at 9 a.m. 

Cost is $25.  To register, go to www.smwc/edu/fitspo 
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Sponsors for the pantry include [sponsors]. 

For more information, contact Cheryl Casselman at 812-535-2809 or 

ccasselm@spsmw.org. 

### 

The following is the promotions plan. 

Woods Fitspo, Date, Time (EDT), Cost is $xx, Registration deadline: XX. 

Full event description. 

Promotion Implementation Notes 

Websites   

WhiteViolet.org Event page  

SPSMW.org Event listing   

SMWC.edu Event listing  

Community calendars Event listings  

Print   

Flyer Terre Haute/WTH/SMW 

businesses, SMWC, and SP 

areas including Providence 

Center, bulletin boards & 

PHC physical therapy desk, & 

Vigo Co. Public Library 

 

Table topper in 

OShaughnessy Dining Room 

Three months out  

SP event booklet Ongoing  

SP monthly general mailing 

flyer 

Mailed two months before 

event date. 

To printery 3 months before 

event date. 

 

E-newsletters   

Echoes Online Run it twice beginning three 

months before. 

 

SP Providence Partners Run it twice beginning three 

months before. 

 

TH Chamber of Commerce Send 2 months before  

SP Providence Associates  Beginning 2 months before 

event date 

 

Media relations   

Radio release Send 3 months out, 1 mo out 

and 2 weeks out 

 

News release Send 3 months out, 1 mo out 

and 2 weeks out  
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Valley Datebook listing Send 2 months prior  

Photos to Valley Viewer Send one week after event  

Editorial   

Tribune Star Letter to the 

Editor 

Send 6 weeks prior  

Church announcements   

Wabash Valley  Send 2 months prior   

Nonprofit Interviews   

WTHI Book as soon as possible to 

air 3 weeks prior 

 

WTWO Book as soon as possible to 

air 3 weeks prior 

 

Danny Wayne 812-232-4161 Book as soon as possible to 

air 3 weeks prior 

 

Social media   

WVC FB Once a month at 6 months 

out, 5 months out, 4 months 

out and 3 months out. Once a 

week at 2 months out. Then 2 

times a week 1 month before. 

 

SP FB Once a month at 6 months 

out, 5 months out, 4 months 

out and 3 months out. Once a 

week at 2 months out. Then 2 

times a week 1 month before. 

 

WVC Twitter Once a month at 6 months 

out, 5 months out, 4 months 

out and 3 months out. Once a 

week at 2 months out. Then 2 

times a week 1 month before. 

 

SP Twitter Once a month at 6 months 

out, 5 months out, 4 months 

out and 3 months out. Once a 

week at 2 months out. Then 2 

times a week 1 month before. 

 

WVC blog Posts 2 months before and 1 

month before. 

 

SP blog Posts 2 months before and 1 

month before. 

 

SMWC Facebook Once a month at 6 months 

out, 5 months out, 4 months 

out and 3 months out. Once a 

week at 2 months out. Then 2 

times a week 1 month before. 

 

SMWC Twitter Once a month at 6 months 

out, 5 months out, 4 months 
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out and 3 months out. Once a 

week at 2 months out. Then 2 

times a week 1 month before. 

Email   

SP All Users Three months before, 1 month 

before and 2 weeks before. 

 

SP List Three months before, 1 month 

before and 2 weeks before. 

 

Fitness centers Three months before, 1 month 

before and 2 weeks before. 

 

SMWC faculty/staff  Three months before, 1 month 

before and 2 weeks before. 

 

SMWC area alumni Three months before and 1 

month before 

 

Advertising   

The Bash Send event listing 2 months 

before 

 

TH Living Magazine Send event listing 3 months 

before 

 

 

Partner organizations will be encouraged to promote the event and given the necessary 

tools to do so.  Sharing on social media will be quick and easy ways of inviting their audiences. 

Budget 

 The event budget includes income from a $25 per person cost for attending.  The 

expenses for snacks, supplies and a complimentary event t-shirt is included.  The estimated 

expenses is $1,400.  If the maximum number of participants attend, that will be $2,500 and will 

take care of all expenses and the option to explore more giveaways or change the food options. 

Sponsorships will be explored to help with expenses.  This will be especially important if the 

attendance is less than 80.  The following is the budget.  
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Woods Fitspo Budget

Expenses

All costs based on 100 people

Each Full Discounted Notes Total

Speaker $1,000

Facility rental $1,700 $750 Gym and atrium $750

Bagels and cream cheese $50

Fruit and cheese trays $55 1 tray feeds 35-45 $165

Vegetable, dip trays $50 1 tray feeds 35-45 $150

Clif Bars (Sams) $20 Box of 24 (6 boxes) $144

Food supplies Napkins, cups, forks $50

Coffee, water, lemonaid $30

T-shirts $7 $700

Total expenses $2,339

Income 

Entrance fees for 100 $25 100 max participants $2,500

Entrance fees for 80 80 participants $2,000

Sponsorships opportunities

Baeslers sponsorship $150 fruit

Clif Bar sponsorship $150 Clif Bars

GraphicFX sponsorship $150 t-shirts 

Pacesetter sponsorship $100

Coaches Corner sponsorship $100

Union Hospital $100

Regional Hospital $100

Total sponsorships $850  

Liability waiver 

 All participants must sign a waiver of participation at time of registration. The following 

is a sample of what will be considered by all collaborators prior to the event: 

Woods Fitspo Liability Release and Waiver 
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Upon signature, I fully recognize that there are dangers and risks to which I may be 

exposed by participating in any of the exercise classes offered through the Woods Fitspo event.  

Participation involves performing physical activity.  We strongly recommend that you 

obtain a complete physical and activity approval from your family physician prior to engaging in 

any physical activity that may endanger rather than improve your health.    

I have signed this Liability Release and Waiver in full recognition and appreciation of the 

dangers, hazards, and risks of taking part in this activity, which dangers include, but are not 

limited to, physical injuries (minimal, serious, catastrophic) and/or property damage or loss.    

I understand that I am not required to participate in this activity, but I want to do so, 

despite the possible dangers and risks and despite this release.    

I therefore agree to assume and take upon myself all of the risks and responsibilities in 

any way associated with this event in consideration of, and in return for, the services, facilities, 

and other assistance provided to me by Saint Mary-of the-Woods College and the Sisters of 

Providence and their governing boards, employees, and agents, from any and all liability, claims, 

and actions that may arise from injury or harm to me, from my death or from loss or damage to 

my property in connection with this event.    

I understand that this Release covers liability, claims and actions caused entirely or in 

part by any acts or failure to act of Saint Mary-of the-Woods College and the Sisters of 

Providence and their governing boards, employees or agents, including but not limited to 

negligence, mistake, or failure to supervise by SMWC and the Sisters of Providence.    

I recognize that this Release means I am giving up, among other things, rights to sue 

Saint Mary-of-the-Woods College and the Sisters of Providence and their governing boards, 
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employees and agents for injuries, damages or losses I may incur. I also understand that this 

Release binds my heirs, executors, administrators and assigns, as well as myself.    

I am 18 years of age or older, I have read this entire Release, I fully understand it, and I 

agree to be legally bound by it.  

Name (print)_____________________________________________________________    

Signature ________________________________________    Date _________________ 

Emergency contact: _______________________________________________________ 

Emergency contact phone: __________________________________________________ 

This document is a revised version of the Marquette University Employee Wellness group 

fitness liability release and waiver found at this link: 

http://www.marquette.edu/wellness/employees/documents/GroupFitnessWaiver.pdf 

 

Evaluation 

To measure the success of the event according to those who attend, a written evaluation 

will be given to participants toward the end of the event.  Feedback is needed to determine if 

Woods Fitspo will be a recurring event, should stay a women-only event, if it was inspiring and 

educational for participants, and if the event matched promotional messages.  Vendor and 

instructor feedback is important to know if the event was valuable to them, too.  Each evaluation 

will be 15 questions and include multiple choice questions and questions with 1-5 ratings of their 

experience.  Everyone will be asked to return the evaluations before leaving.  The results of the 

evaluations will be shared with the participating health and fitness professionals, Saint Mary-of-

the-Woods College and Sisters of Providence community.  
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Summary 

Woods Fitspo, an inspirational health and fitness event for women at Saint Mary-of-the-

Woods, Indiana, will be a unique opportunity for Saint Mary-of-the-Woods College and the 

Sisters of Providence to collaborate in providing a valuable wellness resource in the Terre Haute 

community.  The event for women only will provide a way for participants to learn new ways of 

being active, eating healthy, resting, and finding purpose.  It will all be in the name of lessening 

the risk of heart disease, which is the number one killer of women.  Statistics show that 33% of 

adults in Vigo County are obese and 27% are physically inactive.  Woods Fitspo is a way the 

community can come together to do the work to improve those statistics.  Valuable information 

shared throughout this paper on exercise, sleep and rest, attitude and mindset, eating well, 

technology, stress and mood, and inspiration will be incorporated into Woods Fitspo to give these 

80 to 100 women the tools they need to achieve personal goals.  The basic health tests available 

at the start of the event will be essential information when each woman explores the personal 

health reality; and the testing might event save lives.  This new model of an event at Saint Mary-

of-the-Woods is designed to inspire busy women to do what it takes to live healthy and happy 

lives.  The name, Woods Fitspo, signifies positive fitness inspiration.  The women working 

toward better health signify the future of the Terre Haute population lowering the risk for heart 

disease.    
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Appendix A 

Participant Woods Fitspo Evaluation Form 

1. How did you hear about this event? 

a. Friend/family 

b. My fitness instructor 

c. Newspaper 

d. TV 

e. Social media 

f. Radio 

g. Printed flyer 

h. Other _________________________ 

Circle the number below that best describes your experience today.  

1 being disappointed, 5 being most pleased 

         Disappointing Fair Satisfied Good Excellent 

2. Facility      1 2 3 4 5 

3. Helpfulness of Woods Fitspo team   1 2 3 4 5 

4. Variation of offerings    1 2 3 4 5 

5. Did the event fit your expectations?  1 2 3 4 5 

6. Knowledge of health professionals   1 2 3 4 5  

7. Did you enjoy the event?    1 2 3 4 5 

8. Was it educationally beneficial?   1 2 3 4 5 

9. Was it inspirational and motivational?  1 2 3 4 5 

10.  Suggestions for future Woods Fitspo events: _____________________________________ 
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_____________________________________________________________________________ 

11. Are you a first-time visitor to Saint Mary-of-the-Woods?       Yes    No 

12. Will you encourage others to attend Woods Fitspo in the future?  Yes   No   If no, briefly tell 

why not: _____________________________________________________________________ 

13. Circle what best describes your fitness level today:   Beginner     Intermediate     Advanced 

14. Do you favor keeping this a women’s event?    Yes    No    Doesn’t matter 

15. Are you interested in receiving emails from Woods Fitspo about future events?    Yes    No 

If yes, then please fill in the following: 

Name  _________________________________________________________ 

Email  _________________________________________________________ 

Thank you!  Now, go out and do what it takes! 

 

Vendor Woods Fitspo Evaluation Form 

1. How did you hear about this event? 

a. Invited by Woods Fitspo team 

b. Friend/family  

c. Newspaper 

d. TV 

e. Social media 

f. Radio 

g. Printed flyer 

h. Other _________________________ 

Circle the number below that best describes your experience today.  
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1 being disappointed, 5 being most pleased 

         Disappointing Fair Satisfied Good Excellent 

2. Facility      1 2 3 4 5 

3. Interest level of participants in your offerings 1 2 3 4 5 

4. Variation of other offerings    1 2 3 4 5 

5. Did the event fit your expectations?  1 2 3 4 5 

6. Knowledge of other health professionals  1 2 3 4 5  

7. Was it worth your time?    1 2 3 4 5 

8. Did you make good connections?   1 2 3 4 5 

9. Was it inspirational and motivational?  1 2 3 4 5 

10.  Suggestions for future Woods Fitspo events: _____________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

11. Are you a first-time visitor to Saint Mary-of-the-Woods?       Yes    No 

12. Will you encourage others to attend Woods Fitspo in the future?  Yes   No   If no, briefly tell 

why not: _____________________________________________________________________ 

13. Circle what best describes the fitness level of women you connected with today:   Beginner     

Intermediate     Advanced 

14. Do you favor keeping this a women’s event?    Yes    No    Doesn’t matter 

15. Are you interested in receiving emails from Woods Fitspo about future events?    Yes    No 

If yes, then please fill in the following: 

Name  _________________________________________________________ 

Email  _________________________________________________________ 

Thank you for participating in Woods Fitspo!  Now, go out and do what it takes! 


